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Skills
WEB DEVELOPMENT
HTML
CSS
JavaScript
Node JS
React JS
Angular JS
Vue JS
Express
MongoDB
MySQL
PHP
Python
AWS
SOFT SKILLS
Communcation
Collaboration
Leadership
Multi-tasking
Planning
Organizing

Proactive, astute, and results-driven professional equipped with well-developed academic
quali cations in JavaScript development. Demonstrated ability to work through a
problem e ectively and provide the best solution. Well versed in implementing diverse
web-based applications. Able to identify and adapt to upcoming technology trends.
Display an outstanding ability to plan, operate, multitask, organize, coordinate, and
implement practices and procedures to bring signi cant improvements in processes
towards the successful attainment of goals.

Projects
React Searchbar
A search bar written in React to query an array with characters that match the string
entered in the input.

Static Portfolio
Portfolio implementing HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. My HTML uses semantic tags to
make readability better, CSS3 animations and media queries so the website is suitable for
all display sizes, and the latest ECMAScript 7 syntax.

Pokedex
An application utilizing GraphQL and Apollo to query an open source API and map it to a
React application. This application displays the top 24 results of the API.

Movie Search
A React application that interfaces with the MovieDB public API. With this application,
you are able to query any movie ever created for a short list of details on that lm and
related lms.

Employment
Woz U

Software Developer Mentor

Remote
Oct. 2019 to Current

• Regularly refresh my recollection on in-demand frameworks and libraries for JavaScript,
Java, and C#. Communicate with students on a daily basis on topics between the subject
matter, project planning, and time management
• Continuously identify and execute new opportunities for growth
• Help in troubleshooting problems
• Adhered to a busy schedule successfully

BouMatic

Quality Control Chemical Tech

Fresno, CA
Aug. 2018 to Oct. 2019

• Mastered an inventory management GUI to query and sent information to databases to
keep our inventory accurate, while using lab equipment to get results from chemicals to
make sure they are in speci cation
• Promoted collaboration to identify opportunities, share best practices, and solve
problems to achieve the objectives of the organization
• Built lasting relationships through performance and credibility. Developed positive
rapport with people at all levels of responsibility

Education
Southern Careers Institute

Oct. 2018 to Oct. 2019

I studied JavaScript development for a total of 660 hours. I learned mostly about Web
Development, but also used JavaScript for mobile development with React Native, and
Ionic. I had the opportunity to learn how to deploy web applications and build web
servers with Node JS. In this program I was able to build various types of applications for
the web at least 1 time a week.
/

